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One of the all-time greatest contributions of India to the world is 

Buddhism.  Historically,  Buddhism arose in sharp reaction against the 

dogmatism and too much ritualism of Brahmanism, profoundly speaking, 

Buddhism was such a philosophical and mystically methodized religion 

as it has had far-reaching impact on art and philosophy of the whole 

world.  The creative souls of the world literature have been equally 

influenced by the inspiring transforming vision embedded in Buddhism.  

Be it Indian, European and American literature, we come across 

tremendous influences of Buddhism on two of the all-time great writers of the west – Walt Whitman and 

T.S. Eliot.  The present paper is a humble attempt to explore and explicate selected major poems of 

Whitman and Eliot to vindicate the transformative role of compassion as Buddhist doctrine in objective 

manner. 

When we glance at the Buddhist studies, we notice that most of the historians have appreciated 

the historical development of Buddhism as a religion in particular point of time.  But then philosophers 

and artists have explored it variously and complexly.  The historians like Rhys Davids focused on 

Buddhism, its history and literature methodically E Conze focused his searchlight on the essentials and 

universals underlying this rational ideology.  Prof. A.L. Basham glorifies Buddhism as one of the 

universally acknowledged oriental contributions to the world philosophy.  The literary critics, Stephen 

Coote based his studies on T.S. Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’ and studies Eliot’s allusion to the third section 

‘The Fire Sermon’ as a collocation with St. Augustine’s focused on ‘Karma, - Desire – Bondage’ nexus 

culminating into emancipation. In my paper, the searchlight has been focused on Buddhist principle of 

compassion (Karuna) as a universal value to be evaluated in the context of major poems of Whitman and 

Eliot to authenticate how incorporation of eternal value into the corpus of literary texts may enable 

literature to stand the test of time so that literature may prove a powerful vehicle of human transformation 

and social change 

 A patient perusal of the poems of Eliot and Whitman inspires us to notice the essential influences 

of Buddhism.  Buddha’s principle of Karuna (compassion), his doctrine of ‘Shunyavada’/nothingness or 

the eternal consciousness of soul or Nirvana constitute the core of the poems of Whitman’s masterpieces, 

‘SONG OF MYSELF’, ‘PASSAGE TO INDIA’,  ‘OUT OF CRADLE ROCKING ENDLESSLY’ 

and ‘T.S. Eliot’s poems ‘The Waste Land’ and ‘FOUR QUARTETS’ aptly and vividly show Buddhist 

philosophy designed to guide humanity to live a life in the light of truth, goodness, right conduct and 

detached consciousness. 

 It would seem that Buddhist doctrine of compassion and concept of suffering constitute the core 

of many a poem of Whitman and T.S. Eliot.  Though both of these literary stalwarts belong to the West, 

yet their mystic apprehension of human life comes very close to those of Hinduism / Buddhism.  They 


